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Please accept this as a further submission. 

I really don't know where to start, there are so many many issues, changes and unanswered question but in their latest document extract below they kindly offer to assess the need for mitigation of schools at 50db. No detail of who will do it, on what basis or any proposed actions. 
It's just lawyers drafting smart clauses that mean nothing and have no purpose. Surely this can't be how a DCO is able to proceed, it needs to be specific, defined and purposeful with penalty and redress if not enacted.

Adem.
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Please accept this as a further submission.

As previously commented I don't know where to stop with this. Below is an extract from RSP latest document. It talks about a relocation package and a payment capped at £15,000. In these circumstances the owner of the house may not be able to sell it
but there doesn't seem to be the usual provision for RSP to purchase the property. This is standard at other airports and should really be similar to a CPO type arrangement.

Adem.
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Please accept this as a further submission.

Again, there's so much to comment on, so little time and resource but in the extract below from RSP latest document they have now removed any penalty for flights at night meaning they can be as noisy as they like without penalty. Given the known
concerns re night flights I cannot understand how any responsible operator could propose this.

Adem.
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Please accept this as a further submission.

Again there's just so much but in the extract below we're talkIng about measuring maximum noise 6.5km from the runway. This is in the sea. Surely the maximum noise level should and must be measured and responded to where it is heard which is over the houses once land is reached at Ramsgate.

Adem.
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Please accept this as a further submission.

It would also seem that late arrivals are not to be considered as night flights whenever they arrive so again no fine will be levied and there will be no incentive to ensure the same flight isn't late every day or week perhaps by ensuring it leaves earlier or not
t at all.

Adem.

Please accept this as a further submission.

Again, there's so much to comment on, so little time and resource but in the extract below from RSP latest document they have now removed any penalty for flights at night meaning they can be as noisy as they like without penalty. Given the known
concerns re night flights I cannot understand how any responsible operator could propose this.

Adem.
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